A case of a word/letter dissociation is described. The present patient has a quasi-normal word reading performance (both at the level of speed and accuracy) while he has major problems in nonword and letter reading. More specifically, he has strong difficulties in retrieving letter names but preserved abilities in letter identification. This study complements previous cases reporting a similar word/letter dissociation by focusing more specifically on word reading and letter naming latencies. The results provide new constraints for modeling the role of letter knowledge within reading processes and during reading acquisition or rehabilitation. q
Introduction
In alphabetic writing systems, word reading is necessarily mediated by letter processing. However, the role of letter processing seems to be qualitatively different from the beginning to skilled readers. While beginning readers slowly and laboriously have to recognize each letter in a string in order to recode it phonologically, skilled readers rely mainly on global processing and access words more rapidly and directly, paying less attention to letter processing (Healy, 1994; Rey, Jacobs, Schmidt-Weigand, & Ziegler, 1998; Rey, Ziegler, & Jacobs, 2000 
